Children pro social behavior relationship with mother's vitality

Introduction: pro social behavior is attended specially by social psychologist. These behaviors are related to environmental and genetic variable in children. Mother is the most important environmental variable. Thus she affect in child's education. According to research vitality is related with positive emotion. This positive construct is related to generate pro social behavior in children.

Objectives: the propose of this Research was to investigate the relationship between mother's vitality and children pro social behavior.

Method: 123 children (3-6) participated in this research. Their mothers answered vitality questionnaire and the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (Parent form). Data were analyzed by coefficient regression and t, f test.

Result: results demonstrate as relationship between mother's vitality and children pro social behavior. Also this study indicates there is no significant difference relationship between boys and girls. In term of pro social behavior and according result of this study, Researches didn't observe significant difference between mother's age and her vitality.

Discussion: also many studies have emphasized on the affective role of mother's vitality is shaping child behavior. But these studies have focused relationship between pro social behavior and positive based on the result of this research, there is relationship between having cooperating child and also pro social behavior and mother's vitality.